Jens Risom returns to Denmark
FORM portfolios and Lise Beckman have created the new Risom room at Hotel Alexandra.
“People have heard of Wegner and Jacobsen
for many years now. It is time to bring forward
the designs and the story of one of Denmark's
most internationally successful designers; Jens
Risom” says Jeppe Mühlhausen, General
Manager at Hotel Alexandra.
The story of Jens Risom (1916—2016) is compelling. From the early years during which he
studied with some of the most acknowledged
Danish names, to his migration to America
where he helped launch the world famous
furniture company Knoll, Risom became not
only a succesful furniture designer, but a
remarkable entrepreneur. With his company
Jens Risom Design Inc. he was behind one of
the largest furniture companies in America,
widely known by the slogan The Answer is
Risom and the iconic image campaign by
renowned photographer Richard Avedon.

Jens Risom was among the top 6 designers
in America in a groundbreaking article
about the modern furniture movement by
Playboy magazine in 1961; alongside Charles
Eames, Harry Bertoia, George Nelson, Edward
Wormley and Eero Saarinen. US President
Lyndon B. Johnson chose Risom furniture for
the White House, and was seated in a Risom
chair when he signed the Civil Rights Act in
1964.
“The Jens Risom room at Hotel Alexandra
has been created as a tribute to Jens Risom’s
fantastic life and designs. We originally found
inspiration in his summer house and selected
upholstered cozy pieces. We also wanted to
add a vintage 654 webbed strapping chair, as
it is Jens Risom's most iconic design, as well
as one of his early magazine tables, due to
its beautiful graphic qualities, and to demonstrate the diversity in Risom's designs”
says stylist Lise Beckmann.

Jens Risom falls under a different category
than many of the well known Danish MidCentury designers, because he immigrated to
the USA at a young age. Although he became
successful and famous by introducing Danish
furniture design qualities to Americans, he is
less well known in his homeland of Denmark.

Risom's key material is wood and his designs
are often sturdy without losing their elegance.
There are several recognizable and distinct
details such as floating table tops, specifically
angled armrests, built in magazine holders
and beautiful lounge seating bases. Some
of which you will see in the Risom room
at Hotel Alexandra.

“FORM portfolios is working to bring Jens
home to Denmark by re-launching a series of
Jens Risom furniture. Creating a Jens Risom
room at Hotel Alexandra with their strong
mid-century design hotel profile is a great
chance to broaden the legacy of one of
Denmark’s most influential designers in the
modern design movement” says FORM
portfolios' Director, Anders Brun.

In room 341 the Risom Room
you will find
654 Lounge Chair
A vintage 654 chair designed in 1942 from
wood and surplus parachute strapping, as
war time restrictions were in place on many
traditional materials at that time. The 654
chair is in the first ever Knoll collection, and
Jens Risom's most iconic piece is still manufactured by Knoll more than 75 years later.
T621
A T621 bench in Walnut. Designed in 1955.
T539
Two T539 magazine tables in walnut designed
in 1949 — one of Jens Risom's first pieces for
his own Jens Risom Design company.
Desk
A 742 desk originally designed in 1968 by Jens
Risom for his own home.
C275
A C275 chair that goes with the 742 desk.
Designed in 1957.
Waste basket
Vintage waste basket in Teak and plastic.
Designed circa 1960.

Playboy
An original Playboy magazine from 1961
with an article on Jens Risom and five other
influential furniture designers in America.
Advertising
Reprints of original Jens Risom
advertising.
T710
Two T710 side tables. Designed in 1950.

World Globe
Vintage globe on a Walnut stand with a chrome
meridian and caster. Designed circa 1960.
U-151 Sofa
An elegant blue sofa. Designed circa 1950.
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